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Abstract: The project targets flaws including blur, haze, scratches, color fading, and absence of color in an effort to 

recover old and damaged photos using a deep learning paradigm. The three GAN frameworks are integrated in a certain 

order to enable complicated regeneration. After patching or restoring scratches, a partial image is restored using an 

inpainting technique based on OpenCV. By using effective deep learning techniques, the ultimate objective is to improve 

the quality and accessibility of restored photos. By using deep learning and cutting-edge approaches to solve issues 

including blur, haze, scratches, color fading, and lack of color, the project seeks to restore old and damaged images.  

 
Three separate GAN frameworks, each with a unique function in the restoration process, are sequentially integrated to 

enable complicated regeneration. After scratch patching, a OpenCV-based inpainting method is used to fill in the gaps in 

the image and restore a portion of it. Furthermore, certain GAN frameworks are used to manage the rest of the restoration 

process, making use of their individual advantages in image creation and enhancement. In the meantime, thorough 

restoration is ensured by the efficient detection and identification of scratches. The initiative hopes to increase the quality 

of recovered pictures and make them more accessible for a greater variety of uses by utilizing these advanced deep 

learning techniques. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

A basic technique called image restoration is used to restore digital photos that have been harmed or deteriorated. In order 

to achieve this restoration, a number of undesirable effects, including noise, blur, compression artifacts, scratches, colour 

fading, and absence of colour, must be reduced or eliminated.  

 

The interpretability and utility of images can be greatly impacted by such flaws, especially in domains like computer 

vision, forensics, surveillance, and medical imaging. In the past, image restoration has depended on mathematical models 

and algorithms created to handle particular kinds of degeneration. These approaches frequently involve the use of complex 

mathematical algorithms or noise-smoothing filters that are specifically designed to identify and address certain problems. 

Although these conventional methods have demonstrated some efficacy, they may not be able to handle more intricate 

flaws that are frequently found in real-world situations. 

 
Deep learning techniques have become a viable substitute for picture restoration tasks in recent years. Restoring old and 

damaged photos has proven to be a surprising ability of deep learning frameworks like Generative Adversarial Networks 

(GAN). These frameworks effectively repair and enhance photos with varied flaws by utilizing neural network’s ability 

to learn intricate patterns and correlations inside image data.  

 
The suggested fix in the references given is an excellent example of how deep learning may be used for image restoration. 

Three different current GAN frameworks are combined in this method to tackle difficult regeneration jobs and produce 

restored photos with better quality. There are several steps to the restoration process, with a particular emphasis on face 

enhancement. These stages include scratch detection, mask superimposition, quality enhancement. With this multi-phase 

method, different faults may be addressed methodically and photos can be fully restored. 
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The suggested solution's efficiency is highlighted by its focus on using the complimentary advantages of various deep 

learning frameworks. For example, the OpenCV libraries are used to find hidden representations in picture data, which 

makes them suitable for tasks like partial restoration and inpainting. However, GANs are useful for tasks like super- 

resolution and colorization because they can produce realistic and high-fidelity images.  

 

The suggested approach also emphasizes how crucial it is to take domain-specific criteria into account while restoring 

images. Given that face augmentation is treated as a distinct step in the restoration process, the approach shows a 

sophisticated comprehension of the unique requirements and difficulties encountered in practical picture restoration 

applications.  

 

All things considered, the suggested approach is a prime example of the expanding movement to use deep learning 

methods for image restoration projects. The method demonstrates how deep learning may lead to major gains in picture 

restoration by leveraging the strengths of several frameworks and customizing the restoration process to meet individual 

needs. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Anand Tilagul et al. [1] We propose a deep learning strategy to repairing badly deteriorated antique photographs. 

However, unlike traditional restoration tasks that can be handled using supervised learning, recovering real photos is 

difficult due to the intricacy of the degradation and the domain gap between synthetic images and real old photos, 

preventing the network from generalizing. To address this, we present a novel triplet domain translation network that 

employs both actual images and a large number of synthetic image pairs. Our method entails training two variational 

autoencoders (VAEs) to convert old and clean pictures into two distinct latent spaces, with synthetic paired data used to 

learn the translation between these spaces. This translation works because the domain gap is closed in the compact latent 

space, allowing. 

 
Chen et al. [2] The paper "Research Advanced in Deep Learning-Based Image Restoration" examines the area of picture 

restoration in computer vision. It examines the limits of early manual feature-based approaches and how Convolutional 

Neural Networks (CNNs) have advanced since then. Three restoration approaches are discussed: sequence-based, CNN-

based, and GAN-based. The report compares their performance and discusses their advantages and disadvantages. It also 

discusses current issues in image restoration research and potential future possibilities. 

 
Hanyu Xiang et al. [3] The paper presents a comprehensive overview of deep learning algorithms for picture inpainting, 

with a focus on filling missing or damaged areas of images. It discusses both classic methods and contemporary advances 

in deep learning, such as generative adversarial networks (GANs), convolutional neural networks (CNNs). The necessity 

of benchmark datasets and evaluation criteria is explored, as well as the challenges of dealing with huge missing sections 

and complicated textures. The report finishes with suggestions for future research topics and outstanding problems in this 

sector 

 
Rosa Kim Cho et al. [4] This work investigates the field of image restoration, focusing on the use of image inpainting 

to recover lost information in damaged photographs. It highlights technology breakthroughs that have made picture 

restoration more accessible. The emphasis is on using deep learning techniques, in which a model is trained to spot 

missing information from several damaged photographs. Performance evaluation entails evaluating the model's capacity 

to recover images using a variety of measures. The study closes by demonstrating the efficacy of the suggested deep 

learning technique in producing successfully remastered photos. 

 
Tien-Ying et al. [5] The paper "Learning-Based Image Damage Area Detection for Old Photo Recovery" examines ways 

for fixing damaged old photos, pointing out the time-consuming nature of manual or semi-automatic systems that 

necessitate labeling damaged regions. It proposes a deep learning-based framework for automatically detecting damaged 

areas, which simplifies the process. The suggested methodology accurately identifies complicated damaged regions, 

allowing for quicker old photo recovery while maintaining photo integrity. Unlike existing automatic fixing procedures, 

it enables for later integration with a variety of inpainting techniques. Comparative analysis reveals that the suggested 

strategy outperforms existing detection approaches. 

 
Akurathi et al. [6] The paper "Image Restoration Using Deep Learning Techniques" investigates the importance of 

picture restoration in preserving photos damaged by environmental conditions, highlighting the complexities involved in 

dealing with various types of noise and degradation.  
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It emphasizes the inefficiency of manual restoration methods and provides a model that uses deep learning techniques to 

effectively remove noise and restore photos to their original condition. The model looks for both structural defects 

(scratches, dust spots) and unstructured defects (blurriness, artifacts) in vintage photographs. Furthermore, it has a face 

refinement network that improves facial details in old images, resulting in higher-quality restoration. 

 

Feng Li et al. [7] The paper presents the combination of super-resolution (SR) and hierarchical transformers for picture 

inpainting represents a viable method to image restoration. The SRInpaintor framework uses a multi-stage coarse- to-fine 

technique to gradually refine images from low to high resolution. Relevance modeling, which uses cosine similarity, 

effectively decomposes input features into known and unknown regions, allowing for precise inpainting.  

 

The hierarchical transformer, known as HieFormer, improves texture creation in missing locations while retaining 

consistency with adjacent areas, leading in better pixel- and perceptual-level performance, particularly with uneven 

masks. The incremental SR phases conclude in full-resolution texture refining, demonstrating the effectiveness of the 

suggested framework for producing high-quality inpainted images. This novel combination represents major advances in 

picture restoration approaches, offering improved results for a variety of applications. 

 

Yongsen Li et al. [8] The research presents a novel approach to picture restoration based on an augmented Generative 

Adversarial Network (GAN). It tackles the difficulty of reconstructing high-resolution visual details, which are frequently 

neglected by standard deep neural network models, by combining embedded channels with spatial attention processes. 

The method, which uses extended convolutions, significantly enhances the restoration of tiny features and damaged edges. 

This addresses a critical gap in the existing literature, providing a promising option for improving image restoration 

quality. 

 

Tao Yang et al. [9] The paper introduced the GAN Prior Embedded Network (GPEN) addresses the difficult task of 

restoring blind faces from badly degraded photos in real-world scenarios. Unlike other approaches, GPEN avoids over-

smoothing by combining a GAN with a U-shaped DNN to manage global face structure, local features, and background 

in rebuilt images. It outperforms current approaches quantitatively and qualitatively, especially for badly degraded facial 

photos. GPEN generates visually accurate results and has the potential for broader applications such as face inpainting 

and colorization. This method represents a substantial leap in facial restoration under difficult situations. 

 

Ziyu Wan et al. [10] The paper describes a method for restoring complex degradation in actual antique photos, including 

both structured and unstructured faults. Furthermore, they include a partial nonlocal block to improve structural 

consistency while inpainting scratches. While the method works effectively, there are limits in managing complicated 

shading due to training data constraints. Suggestions include explicitly considering shade effects during synthesis or 

supplementing training data with images exhibiting such flaws. Scratch removal is critical when recovering ancient 

photographs, and it is frequently accomplished using inpainting techniques. Deep learning, particularly CNNs, holds 

promise due to their strong representation learning. Effective scratch detection is critical, which is frequently 

accomplished by training networks on synthetic data and fine-tuning with real-world images. In order to achieve structural 

consistency and appropriate outcomes, restoration must take into account the overall image context. 

 

Xiao-Jiao Mao et al. [11] The paper reported in indicates the image restoration that entails obtaining a clean image from 

a deteriorated observation. Traditional approaches, such as Total Variation, and dictionary learning, are effective for 

denoising and super-resolution. Deep neural networks (DNNs), such as stacked denoising autoencoders and CNNs, 

outperform standard picture restoration approaches. The proposed very deep convolutional encoder-decoder network 

includes skip links to solve gradient vanishing and loss of image information. Experimental results show that the proposed 

network outperforms recent state-of-the-art approaches for image denoising and super-resolution. This demonstrates the 

efficacy of deep learning algorithms in improving image restoration procedures. 

 

Li Xu et al. [12] The paper advocates the Deep Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) that are being developed for 

non-blind picture deconvolution, which will capture deterioration features. To solve constraints, a novel separable 

structure is created, which improves resilience against artifacts. Using separable kernel inversion initialization in the CNN 

architecture enhances PSNRs and edge sharpness. Sparsely regularized deconvolution retrieves middle-level 

representations, which increases network expressiveness. The approach uses massive kernel support and 1D kernels for 

deconvolution, as well as supervised pre-training and classical deconvolution for network initialization. The trained CNN 

architecture outperforms earlier approaches in image deconvolution tasks, particularly with partially saturated fuzzy 

pictures. 
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III. SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

 

Aim of the project 

The project aims to develop a robust system for converting scratched images into clear images. This involves 

implementing automatic scratch detection algorithms to highlight damaged areas in user-uploaded images. Subsequently, 

using OpenCV, the system will fill these highlighted scratches to improve image quality. The final step involves 

enhancing the overall image quality through a trained Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) model. By integrating 

these steps, the project targets seamless and efficient transformation of scratched images into clear, visually appealing 

images, benefiting various applications such as image restoration and enhancement. 

 

Scope of the Project 

The scope of the project encompasses the development of a comprehensive system for converting scratched images into 

clear images, integrating automatic scratch detection, highlighting of scratched areas, filling in scratches to improve image 

quality, and leveraging a trained Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) model for overall image quality enhancement. 

The system will offer a user-friendly interface for uploading images, processing them, and viewing the enhanced results, 

targeting users in need of image restoration or quality improvement for damaged or low-quality images across various 

domains such as photography, art restoration, and medical imaging. 

 

Methodology 

The project methodology involves a systematic approach, starting with a thorough analysis of requirements and 

stakeholder engagement. This is followed by extensive research into image processing techniques, scratch detection 

algorithms, OpenCV capabilities, and deep learning models like GANs. This research aids in informed decision-making 

for the project's implementation. The research phase involves setting up a development environment with tools, libraries, 

and frameworks for image processing, deep learning, and user interface development, while data collection and 

preprocessing create a diverse dataset. The project focuses on training a GAN model using a pre-processed dataset to 

convert scratched images into clear images.  

 

The development of scratch detection, enhancement, and enhancement algorithms involves an iterative process of 

prototyping, testing, and refinement to ensure reliability and performance across various image types and scratch patterns. 

The methodology emphasizes the development of a user-friendly interface that facilitates uploading scratched images, 

initiating image processing, and enhancing results, ensuring usability and intuitiveness. The development lifecycle 

involves rigorous testing and quality assurance activities, including unit, integration, system, and performance testing, 

with error handling mechanisms in place to handle unexpected inputs or issues. Deployment of the system involves 

deploying the developed software on a suitable platform or server, ensuring compatibility and performance optimization. 

User documentation, including user guides and tutorials, is provided to facilitate user onboarding and usage of the system. 

Regular maintenance activities, such as software updates, bug fixes, and performance optimizations, are carried out post-

deployment to ensure the system's continued functionality, reliability, and user satisfaction over time. 

 

System Architecture 

 

The architecture for the project to convert scratched images to clear images consists of several key components. Users 

upload images containing scratches, which are then processed by the scratch detection and highlighting module using 

advanced image processing algorithms, potentially leveraging OpenCV libraries. The highlighted areas are filled using 

inpainting or texture synthesis techniques in the scratch filling component, improving visual quality.  

 

The core of the architecture lies in the quality enhancement module, employing a trained Generative Adversarial Network 

(GAN) model to map scratched inputs to clear outputs, resulting in enhanced image quality, sharpness, and clarity. An 

integration layer coordinates these modules, while the user interface (UI) component allows users to interact with the 

system, upload images, and view the processed clear images. The backend infrastructure supports these operations, 

providing computational resources for efficient image restoration. 
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Fig 1. System Architecture 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

The research addresses numerous images flaws such blur, haze, scratches, colour fading, and lack of colour by proposing 

a deep learning approach for the restoration of old and damaged photographs. Complex regeneration is handled by 

combining three different current GAN frameworks, producing restored photos of higher quality than similar efforts. It 

has been discovered that implementing the restoration process in a particular order produces the greatest outcomes. The 

efficacy and efficiency of the method are enhanced by the utilization of several GAN frameworks for other phases of the 

restoration process, OpenCV-based inpainting, and scratch detection. Enhancing the quality and accessibility of recovered 

photos is the project's main goal. 
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